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As the negotiations in Vienna proceed and Western delegations seem unsatisfied with Iran’s positions, talks of war and striking Iran’s nuclear facilities have become increasingly loud and ever-present. While the US states it is negotiating in good faith and seeking to revive the nuclear deal, talk of war with Iran has become a pro forma part of almost every US government address, statement, or press release on the matter of the talks. Needless to say, this rhetoric is significantly deteriorating the already hostile and dire environment in which the talks are currently taking place.

Obviously, one reason for this rhetoric is the psychological war element against Iran. Some sanctions scholars have argued that where sanctions are effective, it is often because they are a stalking horse for military action. Iranian officials, however, seem unlikely to make concessions over such threats. From the Iranian standpoint, threats of war have become a permanent fixture of the US approach to Iran, and making concessions against it will only enhance its perceived usefulness. Additionally, the most likely possibility of war is an Israeli attack that draws in American support. Considering Israel’s certain opposition to any deal, it is hard to say whether agreeing to American demands in Vienna would neutralize that threat.

**Overconfidence and Miscalculation**

The boastfulness with which US officials consider the notion of striking Iran’s nuclear facilities to be “very achievable” and the comparisons to the bombings of Iraq or Syria’s nuclear facilities does imply that many believe that doing so would be easy. That the US military would definitively destroy the Iranian nuclear program with overnight strikes and Washington would wake up in time for patriotic jubilance. But there is a reason why even the Bush and Trump administrations never attempted such a war.

When the Bush administration was reported to be considering such attacks on Iran, retired US Army General Anthony Zinni told CNN that “[a]ny military plan involving Iran is going to be very difficult. We should not fool ourselves to think it will just be a strike and then it would be over. The Iranians will retaliate. And they have many possibilities in an area where there are many vulnerabilities, from our troop positions, to the oil and gas in the region that can be interrupted.”

When the Obama administration was considering military action in its early days, the efficacy of such options were called into question by military leaders including Secretary of Defense Robert Gates. When Trump was considering an attack on Iran over a downed drone, he faced significant pushback from chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Mark Miley, America's most senior military official. The concern US military planners have long had is both the military viability of such an attack and the consequences of Iranian retaliation.

---

US Airforce General Thomas McInerney stated in 2006 that a US attempt to destroy Iran’s nuclear program would require roughly 700 aircraft, 500 cruise missiles, and a vast array of advanced munitions over the initial 36-48 hours phase of the war. An assessment by Anthony Cordesman of CSIS in 2012 said that strikes against the nuclear facilities would require place after a vast array of planes, ships, and missiles spending days just to neutralize Iran’s air defenses. Needless to say, Israel fares far worse in such assessments. These assessments predate significant improvements in Iran’s air defense and missile capacities. Tehran will also retaliate against US forces and allies which is likely to spillover into a broader regional war. Colin Kahl, now the Undersecretary of Defense for Policy, wrote in 2019 that this may lead to a shock in the global economy and a “cycle of carnage” in the region.

According to a blue-ribbon panel convened by the Wilson Center, even if carried out to "to near perfection," US strikes would only set the nuclear program back by 4 years at the most. US planners know that such strikes would finally convince Iran that it needs a nuclear deterrent and terminate any hope of diplomacy. The Bush administration’s CIA director Michael Hayden said that "the consensus was that [attacking Iran] would guarantee that which we are trying to prevent — an Iran that will spare nothing to build a nuclear weapon and that would build it in secret."13

So why does this threat continue to be a core feature of US discourse on the issue of Iran? Of course, one cannot rule out that the US foreign policy establishment, including the punditocracy and even civilians in the administration, are unwilling to seriously entertain the warnings of military planners. Doing so would possibly mean having to reassess demands and ambitions at the negotiating table. This may be difficult to imagine but it does not go without precedent. In 2003, US Army General Eric Shinseki testified before Congress that an invasion of Iraq would require almost double the number of troops the US was planning to deploy. He was later dismissed from his position and the US invaded with a small force expecting an easy and historic victory which Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld famously anticipated would take “six days, six weeks, I doubt six months.”

---

13 Rogin, J. (2012). Bush’s CIA director: We determined attacking Iran was a bad idea. Foreign Policy. January 19. Available at: https://foreignpolicy.com/2012/01/19/bushs-cia-director-we-determined-attacking-iran-was-a-bad-idea/
Converting Military Threats into Sanctions

During the US sanctions drive in the 2000s, the US faced resistance from even key European allies against adopting increasingly broad sanctions against Iran. According to senior Obama administration sanctions architect Richard Nephew, the Obama administration adopted a “simple, but powerful, argument” in order to push its allies towards greater sanctions. The message was that “failure to resolve the Iranian nuclear issue diplomatically would increase the chances of another war in the Middle East” and that “he was prepared to use force to prevent Iran from acquiring a nuclear weapon”\(^{16}\). Threats that Israel would attack Iran, especially under the assumption that the US would join such a campaign on Israel’s behalf, were also motivating.

Tarja Cronberg, who chaired the European Parliament’s delegation on relations with Iran between 2011 and 2014, argues that the obvious intention of the Europeans in the 2010 to 2013 period was to avoid an Iran-US military confrontation and that their adoption of the oil embargo against Iran was “both an acceptance of US pressure for more sanctions and also a way to avert an Israeli military strike on Iran’s facilities”\(^{17}\). Laurent Fabius, who served as French Foreign Minister from 2012 to 2016, said that the “tenor” surrounding European considerations of new sanctions “changed over several months, as the objective refocused to prevent an Israeli strike rather than on solving the basic problem of Iranian nuclear capacity. The fear of military intervention once again raised the question, so often asked since the beginning of the crisis in 2002: have we tried everything to find a diplomatic resolution to this crisis?”

Many scholars have pointed to the central role of military threats in encouraging European sanctions. According to scholars Nassiri Tabrizi and Hanau Santini “[w]ithin European strategic calculations, the looming prospects of a military conflict, either initiated by Israel alone or in accordance with Washington, have likely changed the cost-benefit analysis of those member states reluctant to endorse costly sanctions.”\(^{18}\)

One would imagine that these threats were effective on Iran, its posture at the negotiating table in Vienna would not have hardened after the recent Presidential election. The most serious concern about the possibility of such a war is of course that it will happen. Many of history’s wars are a product of miscalculation or a failure to consider military realities. But the constant threat of a new war in the Middle East seems principally driven by its value as a proven tool of compellence towards other countries, especially the nations of the EU, whose cooperation Washington believes is critical to pressure against Iran.
